
Functionality

Original design

You are invited to cooperate with VIZ-ART AUTOMATION, a manufacturer of lifts 

for projectors and TV sets and multiple use projection screens. Our manufacturing is based 

on our own designs dictated by the recent needs and trends of the global audiovisual 

market. Our newest design is INFINITY iPad Frame, used for wall mounting an iPad that runs 

an intelligent home system. We also design OEM products for our business partners. 

Manufacturing at VIZ-ART AUTOMATION meets the highest expectations of customers. 

We use the best quality components to ensure that our lifts and screens operate reliably 

and please our users and business partners. 

We are looking forward to doing business with you.       



INFINITY iPad Frame, a device used for wall 
mounting an iPad that runs an intelligent home 
system. Allows you to embed your iPad completely 
in the wall. Only a stylish frame in a chosen color 
will be visible against the surface.

Compatibility: iPad Air 2 with Lighting Connector

Easy installation: Mounted in a wall niche, 
leaving only a stylish glass frame visible. 
A reliable mounting method which ensures 
that your iPad remains safe and stable.

Colors: The INFINITY iPad Frame is available 
in white and black to match the iPad color. 

Simple in design

INFINITY - iPad frame



Simple in use

All for residential 
and commercial 

application

Applications:  Easy to mount either horizontally 
or vertically. A perfect alternative for all smart home 
control touch screens. Can be integrated 
in residential, home and commercial settings.

Power: Your iPad can be powered by the original 
Apple cable, never running out of battery. 
A Lighting Connector cable is included.

Security:  A magnetic flap prevents the iPad Frame 
from being accidentally opened.

Ease of use: You can lift up the INFINITY iPad Frame 
at any time to remove the iPad and sit down 
comfortably on a couch. When you insert the iPad 
back into the frame, it resumes its functions 
as an intelligent home monitoring device.



Perfect solutions 
for home & commecial 

applications

LIFTS & SCREENS 
manufacturing

www.viz-art.eu


